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About This Game

Painful physics puzzles… in a fun way (trust us)!

Nebulous is a physics-based puzzle game where you must help guide Commander Dash Johnson, a trapped astronaut, through
maze-like levels, seeking the next wormhole to his eventual freedom. Arrange the pieces of the puzzle so that when he falls,

gravity and momentum guide him safely (and probably painfully) to the end.

“This is just a chemical reaction - all in my mind. And what a fine, strong mind it is - handsome even - and more than capable of
riding out this hallucination, clearly caused by cosmic rays... Right?”

Multi-dimensional levels!

Every level has up to 5 playfields, arranged in a cube. Rotate the level and move the objects in each panel, then release
Commander Johnson and hope he makes it through to the final wormhole! Deal with unreliable gravity, trampolines, conveyor
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belts, and other fun inconveniences.

"What if this isn’t all in my mind? What if… what if something is moving these objects? Or someone…”

Oculus Rift VR-o-Vision Support!

The game is designed with the Oculus Rift in mind. You can interact with the world by turning your head to select and move the
objects in each level. If you don’t have a headset, you can also play with the mouse.

TL;DR:

Solve a plethora of brain-teasing puzzles

Use or dodge bouncy aliens, gravity machines, conveyor belts, space rocks, lasers, blocks, blocks, and more blocks (and
other stuff)

Physics-driven puzzle “fun"

Fun is in quotes to show that it’s actually really fun

Guide a powerless astronaut through an absurdly horrific limbo and relish his misfortunes as he questions his sanity in
fully voiced dialogue

Play hands-free in fabulous Oculus Rift VR-o-Vision

There’s no such thing as space madness
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Title: Nebulous
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Namazu Studios
Publisher:
Namazu Studios
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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There is no doubt that this is a good game, despite the interaction need to optimize . To be honest, I was really scared by the
ending. Recommend everyone to try it, maybe you will be scared by it !!!. A lot of racist and sexist jokes. Love it 6.5\/10. Nice
visuals (if you like that sort of thing) and a rich selection of products and technologies, but there are quite a few things still in
pre-release quality, reporting for one, and the need to micro-manage everything with no delegation mechanics. Definitely need
an option to automate logistics or something of the sort. The UI is quite pretty, but clunky to actually use and not very good at
effectively relaying important information (again, reporting seems to be an afterthought and quite lacking when compared to
some of the older economic sim games). Every action takes way too many clicks to perform.

Thumbs up in the hopes that the team keeps up the good work and brings the gameplay up to match the content.

P.S. Not sure if I missed an option, but also need to increase zoom out on the main map.
. Got it from preordering V2.
The new dagger is not even good so why bother.
The point being: RNG is not fun.. BAD: It's a bad port of a mobile game that was obviously made for touchscreen (to the point
where the tutorial still uses illustrations of a finger dragging across a screen instead of a mouse cursor) and gets boring after a
few levels.

GOOD: The stock western music they use for the title screen is the same one Spongebob Squarepants used once.. Two puzzling
things about this product. The first is that there is no source code available and the second it is only available for Windows.
Without the source code, I don't see what was the point of these games being label "educational". I also don't see why they
would not include these examples at least for macOS and Linux. One of their big selling points is that it is supposed to be "code
once, run anywhere". Yet, these games were not exported anywhere but Windows. What a nice little game with an interesting
narrative. It's quite simple but I really enjoyed it.

The only downsides I can mention are:
-If you play it you will probably notice that some featuers seem to be missing or ended up cut out, but nothing that compromises
the experience (although it makes you carry a lot of trash in hope of future developments that never come);
-the endings seem to have been rushed given that they feel quite abrupt and not as well developed as some of the longer quests.

All in all, given the price tag, this is an awesome purchase.
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Around the World in 80 Days is a hidden object game with an exploration theme. The story has you traveling around the globe
solving hidden object puzzles with artwork and background music that is themed to each location. Once you complete the game
the story continues and there are even more stages. If you like hidden object games then this is one to check out. It is priced
very well. I'll be picking up more similar titles from this dev.. ing awesome little gem. Too bad this game didn't get the respect it
deserved. This game has very fun online multiplayer. The ball mode is TONS of fun. 9/10. pros
- cute girls

cons
- no Story
- to easy (date 20 in under an hour)
- no special move
- better version of match 3 games on the market. pretty good game. when i load the game i can not see anything!!!!!! anyone
know why is it vr only??????
. Panda <3. A fantastic experience that on the surface may seem simple, but hides a surprisingly deep narrative. some puzzles
take time and the game is not without its bugs, but it's far better than many AAA titles can boast.

No shortage of fun to be had (Could do with a few T-shirts!). I have no hesitation recommending this to anyone that will listen.
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